Idle validation switch 7.3 powerstroke

Joel answered 8 years ago. Jerrod answered 8 years ago. I'm having the same problem on my
Excursion. It doesn't get hot, just either idles for a while and dies, or just dies going down the
road. It doesn't give any warning at all, just suddenly shuts off. Any thoughts? Muhammad
answered 8 years ago. If it has a diesel pump that means 1 : your idle position is not properly
adjusted 2: your diesel cutout solinite is not working properly 3 : the plunger r getting worn out!
Nilesh N answered 8 years ago. Look for fuel leak cause I have same problem n found fuel was
leaking from injector pipe so change it n the problem was solve. Reinhold answered 7 years
ago. I fixed this same issue on my diesel excursion 7. The Cps module is defective. Cam shaft
position sensor is faulty and simply shuts the truck off. Have a 7. It was the subject of a recall.
Location of the offending sensor is at the oclock position at the front of the crank shaft If the
sensor in your truck is black in color then its the old one and its possible to have it replaced for
free at the dealership for free per the recall. The new sensors are a light grey in color and are
around 30 bucks at the dealership I have a F 7. In the early days, the dealer suspected cam
sensor but since he could not diagnose, he would not fix under warranty. Years later comes the
recall. Have replaced cam sensor twice. This thing still stalls. I can be idling, I can be travelling
at 70 mph or any in between. No warning. It will restart immediately, but only if you turn off key
first. If you simply turn key to start without doing so, it will crank all day without starting. I have ,
miles in and knock wood I have gotten out of every satll situation, but the last one was
dangerous, rush hour in Austin on I lower deck with a too-narrow shoulder. Bigredbeast
answered 5 years ago. I have an 02 7. It stalls at any speed. The first few times it would restart.
The last few times I have had to leave it several hours and then it would start. It runs for about
15 min before it stalls. I have replaced the cps twice in the last 2 weeks and still it stalls. Let me
know what you find montana I desperately need it running. I have , miles and I bought it new in
Thanks joey. Lewis N Lisa answered 5 years ago. Same problem here with Dies randomly.. At
low rpm.. Hpop changed.. Restarts no problem. Lewis n lisa I would stall when coming to a stop
or cornering most times but sometimes while just driving. It was also showing no codes And
can be replaced without making special tools Marcus answered 5 years ago. Same problem with
my F 7. Replaced fuel filter, cps and still does the same thing. Miles going a little crazy! Ron
answered 4 years ago. Im working on this ford e same symptoms as the majority.. Runs good
then shuts off without warning.. Lizardlo answered 4 years ago. Someone mentioned the alarm
system. The horn is part of that. My horn is very sensitive so two days ago I got sick of
accidentally hitting it and removed the fuse. The next day it started shutting off at idle and at
low rpms. I put the fuse back in and haven't had the problem since. Cannons04 answered 3
years ago. Bigredbeast, what ended up being the issue with your diesel? Our '02 7. CPS sensor
already replaced. Guru5PNTV answered 3 years ago. Have same problem with 02 f GuruT8DL1
answered 2 years ago. I have f,, 7. Tell me what might be a the problem. You can cut it off for a
minute cut it back on it will cool good for a minute then quit blowing cool it's not low on freon
what's the problem. BorderBandit answered 2 years ago. BIgredbeast did you ever find out what
the problem was my excursion is doing the same thing. Truck stalls at idle, slow speed or into a
turn. Have no problems starting it back up. All my fuel filters have been changed. I also have an
airdog which has a fuel filter and water separator. I removed the filter inside the fuel tank awhile
back and cleaned out my tank. My truck runs great and idles good. It just stalls every once in
awhile. No codes or check engine light either. I will replace the ipr next. Hopefully this fixes it
but I have my doubts. Eddie answered 2 years ago. I have the same problem. I have a 7. It stalls
randomly at any speed, mainly at low RPM. It always starts right back up. How does switching
the horn fuse relate to a stalling problem? Dustin answered 2 years ago. My did the same thing.
It would die while idling or randomly while driving. Replacing the cps didn't fix it. It was a bad
ipr valve. The only code it ever threw was for the cps. Was told by a mechanic to replace the ipr
valve and that fixed it. Thank you Dustin. Did you replace it yourself? Was it as simple as just
removing the ipr valve and replacing with a new one? Josiah answered 2 years ago. My 01
Excursion had all of these problems. I changed everything. Then I called Brian's truck shop to
see if he thought it was crossover and if the Trans needed replaced. He said I'd love to sell you
a Trans but it's an easy fix. The Trans had been replaced at 50k and they put a filter after the
cooler. That was getting plugged and causing the crossover. Something to look for. On trips
less than an hour it drives great. It starts shimmering, loses power then dies. I sit for 20 min let
it cool off and it cranks right up? Any ideas? Josh answered 2 years ago. That issue ended up
being the HPOP at the end of the day. I quickly saw that the tin nut that hold the IPR all together
was gone and was sitting on top of the engine block. I reinstalled the tin nut and now everything
runs great. Not sure why those tin nuts are so flimsy when they hold together the IPR assembly.
Cobralvswrench answered 2 years ago. Has anyone looked into their power steering and brake
system? I have noticed that this happens when stopping our slowing down fire a turn. On air
conditioning random problem, compressor clutch failed. Need to replace unit. On random

stalling at any speed. If you installed a performance chip, remove it and restore to factory
standard. Madascanbe answered 2 years ago. I do believe it is the Pick-Up Screen in the fuel
tank. I purchased a e that was sitting for a few years going up a hill I would step on the peddle
and go no where the truck would shut off hell it did it this past weekend. When I dropped the
tank last year I saw the pick up screens they was clogged changed them and the truck ran fine
my mechanic told me to change the fuel tank or clean the tank I have I did neither will be doing
it this week or next. SilasM answered 2 years ago. Hometeamtucson answered 2 years ago. We
are in the same situation. Went out yesterday to start ans it just cranked and cranked. Not
throwing any codes at all. It was throwing CPS codes and of course replaced cam sensor and
the stalls intermittently continued. Found that the cause of the intermittent stalls was a shorted
out CPS sensor wire in the main wiring harness. If you have a 7. After about k miles it is not
uncommon for the back of the wiring harness to vibrate against the bolts on the air intake
bracket causing wear and a possible short. To test this you can start up the motor and while
idling, move the wiring harness around with your hand pressing it against the the intake
mounting bracket, if the motor suddenly stalls you have found your problem. Only time will tell.
I see what you wrote about the cps wire so I will check that. The insulation around the wire
going to my IPR was compromised so I put electrical tape around it for the time being.
Eventually I will purchase a new wire harness for the IPR and possibly other sensors if they
appear corroded or compromised. I had the same problem with my f Removed the performance
chip on the computer and have not had a problem since. Someone else who is having a stalling
problem might want to check the tin nut that holds the IPR valve together. The tin nut keeps the
electromagnetic piece and spacer from sliding back and forth while driving. If the nut is loose or
missing it can cause your truck to stall. GuruLZMD7 answered about a year ago.
Hometeamtucson answered about a year ago. FordzSuk answered about a year ago. I had the
same problem with it stalling on my 7. I went out and unplugged it and it has not stalled since If
you have a tuner plugged in it may be the problem. So i have a f 7. One time i was able to not
put into neutral to see if it would just die and end up at side of road but after a seconds lightly
pumping pedal it went again? Its frigging dangerous especially if you cross a highway and a
semi coming!! Please help. GuruZ8Y59 answered about a year ago. I have a f 7. My f stated
having problems as described above : it would die while driving and it would die while idling. I
replaced the CPS and my fuel filter; same results. I checked my wiring harness and there was an
exposed white wire. I re wrapped the wire and harness, and tied it to the bracket so that it would
no longer rub on the bolt attaching the hose. It would die if your turned the key off and on it
would start again, not every time but always after attempts. I have the banks power pack with
ottomind chip on the truck, it has been on the truck since I did not want it to be the chip. I also
have a viper alarm on the truck. I checked the wiring of the alarm very carefully. During my
driving diagnostics the wait to start light would not come on and the truck would not start at all,
luckily I was in my garage. Found a video on this topic and the fix was to tighten the 3 bolts
holding the harness in place. I checked the bolts they were not very loose but i gave the top two
a half turn and the bottom one a couple of turns. Wait to start light came back on it starts, still
dies. Drove it again and the wait to start light would not come back on, finally after attempts the
truck started, this was my worse test drive. I removed the chip and the vehicle no longer dies
They think it could be the computer PCM not positive but i cant find one anywhere due to truck
purchased new in California with their low emissions very rare PCM and been told that as long
as truck is same year, engine, automatic etc I don't any have chips etc. I am wondering if towing
travel trailer with too much tongue weight could affect it as it runs fine around town and locally
just seems to do it after hours towing trailer then does it a lot with or without trailer. Has anyone
with a ford f 7. I am so frustrated that nobody knows what it is for sure, good truck but afraid to
take on a road trip now with trailer, its dangerous!! Anyone ever had this happen to their ford? I
had this problem with my F After years of trying to diagnose, I pulled the performance chip
hardware not software and problem resolved. This chip and the aftermarket shop that installed
it was recommended by the Austin Ford Dealer salesman that sold me the truck. They even
drove it for the installation of the chip, the spray on liner and the tool box, then delivered the
truck to me. Live and learn. Yes, Live and Learn; I got about 18 years out of the ottomind chip
before it failed; but this was a sob to diagnose. I have test driven it enough today to be
confident it was the chip. Thinking of trying the automind 2 programmer to get the horsepower
back, anyone tried the programmers? Back again. My truck stalls almost everyday at or near
idle. Starting to think Injector problem, IDM, alternator or tps. Any other suggestions out there?
My wires leading from my IDM to my valve covers look good. I also dropped my tank and
cleaned it out. My fuel filters both in the fuel bowl and on my frame rail are fairly new and clean.
Truck stalls at idle or near idle. I have no codes! Guru12Y5G answered about a year ago. Not a
cam shaft position sensor CPS. It could be low oil, like the low end of the dip stick low. My

driveway where I check my oil has a slight incline. They all were in good shape with clean
connectors. I think I just solved this on my f XLT 7. The exhaust pressure sensor get plugged
with soot. I was able to scrape it out 5 years ago, but last week it started doing the exact same
thing everyone is describing with it wanting to die at a stop. Changed the exhaust back
pressure sensor, inspected the tube that runs to the passenger side header and cleaned it out
with a piece of weed eater string. So far so good. Hopefully this helps anyone else having an
issue. Banks 6gun tuner and turbo and waste gate. Dies for no reason while driving. Vehicle
was towed to a Ford dealership after not starting at a gas station with Relay chattering and Theft
light Flashing Rapidly. Been there for over 3 months. I bought a used computer for my ford
excursion. Same number and everything but the vehicle will not start. Do I need to have it
programmed or should it start. CarGurus has 1 nationwide Excursion listings and the tools to
find you a great deal. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not
express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. You can read more here and make your
cookie choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us doing so. Changed fuel filter.
Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions.
Start a new Ford Excursion question. Search Ford Excursion Questions. CarGurus Experts.
Find great deals from top-rated dealers Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale.
Simple Installation: Four wires that have to be attached to the throttle pedal assembly, and there
is absolutely no wire cutting. Add the Dial anywhere you like and you are ready to go! Your Cart.
Ford Add to Wish List Compare this Product. More from this brand Quickview. Description
Reviews Ford Reduce the amount of time that is required to bring the engine up to its optimum
operating temperature. Also called a "high idle" module. NOTE: Vehicle must be shut off and
restarted after using. Tags: Dfuser , ford , 7. Did you gut your Exhaust Backpressure Valve?
Upgraded your Turbo Pedestal? Easy to install. DO not leave your factory plug hanging with
open circui.. These couplers are made of heavy duty reinforced silicone and will help to stop the
common leaking between the intake manifold and engine connections.. MBRP S 7. This hose is
used to bridge the 2 high pressure oil rails in the heads that feed the injectors. The installation
of this hose will typically smooth o.. This kit includes three new O-Rings required to fix the fuel
leak typically found under your truck due to bad O-Rings. Ford 7. MAP-Maximizer Ford 7. Fits:
Ford Powerstroke 7. Introducing the SCT This tuner replaces the venerable SCT Shift on the fly
tuning only applies to the "canned" tunes on 7. Cookie Notice. Our website uses cookies to
enhance your shopping experience. Continued use of our website gives us your consent for the
use of cookies during your visit. Please view our privacy policy to see how these cookies are
used. Idle validation switch. Early 99 7. Anyone know if I can buy the idle validation switch by
itself or do I have to buy a complete pedal assembly? Any good sources for pedal assemblies?
Any help would be greatly appreciated. Thanks for the link. Checked it out and I guess that
company gas been out of
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stock for a while. Now it says minimum order is switches at 30 bucks a peice for them to even
get some or make some. Wish these things weren't so hard to track down. Really don't want to
buy a whole pedal assembly if I don't have to. I actually bought the last couple switches off
them a couple years ago and have since sold them. I do have one switch on a pedal from an
OBS that would work. I could sell you the switch off of it for the right price. The reason I say that
is I've been trying to get rid of the assembly for awhile now and it's going to be even harder with
no switch on it. PM me if you're interested. Thread Tools. All times are GMT The time now is PM.
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